Vision X

Providing all essential functionality required by distributed check capture, the Panini Vision X is the acknowledged world leading check scanning platform, with an unparalleled installed base.

The Panini Vision X...

Offers best-in-class reliability and lowest total cost of ownership for distributed check capture based on our core competencies of system scalability, MICR read accuracy, superior image quality, smooth document handling, and professional service. Coupled with a modern, ergonomic and accessible design, and quiet operation.

Helps Financial Institutions take full advantage of image-based check truncation (Check 21 in the United States) in teller or branch applications, by lowering their operational costs and enhancing the customer experience.

Can be further enriched - when used for teller image capture (TIC) - with the addition of Multi-Function System hardware modules (MFS), which provide a number of complementary teller functionalities while preserving ergonomics, footprint and integration.

Is equally efficient in Remote Deposit Capture applications, and in processing non-check documents such as utility bills, meal vouchers, coupons and more.

“Northern Trust needed a cost-effective, high quality check imaging solution that could accommodate the needs of multiple users, occupy a small space, and reliably handle a variety of transaction volumes in different branch locations. The results have exceeded our expectations.”

Michael Valdez,
Vice President, Northern Trust Personal Financial Services
Vision X

Advanced Printing Options
1-line rear printer for basic check endorsement, or Advanced Graphics Printer (AGP) for rich endorsement, validation, or cut sheet receipts including up to 4 lines of text, signatures, logos and other graphics.

SmartJet function can be used to define whether to print an item and what to print.

One or Two Pockets
The standard single pocket can hold up to 100 documents ensuring sequence integrity.
A two pocket model (Vision X P) is available for applications requiring physical document sorting (e.g. on-us/transit; domestic/foreign; check/payment coupon).

Ergonomic Feeder
The patented 3-mode feeder allows single document drop feed, auto feed with one-handed loading of a small batch, or a larger batch up to 100 documents by expanding the feeder opening.

Around The Circle

Accurate MICR and Advanced Imaging
Advanced MICR reading algorithms – including optical correction for optimal decoding accuracy, and superior grayscale and color scanning up to 300 dpi.

Vision X shown with ergonomically integrated Multi-Function options for teller use: MFS-A4 page scanning docking station with built-in USB hub and optional smart card reader; roll tape thermal receipt printer.

MFS-Hub docking station (no page scanner) is also available.
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